What the heck happened to talking tech
Went from walkie talkie to walkin n text
Getting stalked through texts that were sent and read
Betting that we can get ahead because this tech is our second head
Without it we feel dead
With doubts about what’s real n what’s death
Searching spark notes for Macbeth
See us parked in the dark we got the car but no path
iPhones may be the wrath of our past
Info coming and going so fast though
Fingerprints for us to skip the pass code
Figures this may be the reason we can't find the right road
Wifi code is what we know
I must say college with the math n the class is the truth
Not everyone can be a star like Babe Ruth
I'm just telling you the truth how I feel technology really does have a roof
We advance too fast y2k is the proof
At last someone told you the truth

--Jonathan Isdith